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Custom Countertop Quote Request
1891 Williston Rd, Suite 23 Date 

South Burlington, VT 05403 Company Name

(802) 497-3530 Contact / Salesperson

sales@treehousehardwoods.com eMail

Customer Name

Instructions for completing this form can be found on the reverse of this handout.

Piece 1 Piece 2 Piece 3 Piece 4 Piece 5

Species

Style EdGr     FGr     EnGr EdGr     FGr     EnGr EdGr     FGr     EnGr EdGr     FGr     EnGr EdGr     FGr     EnGr 

Finished Thickness (in)

Finished Width (in)

Finished Length (in)

100% Heartwood

Edge Detail 1     2     3     4     5     6 1     2     3     4     5     6 1     2     3     4     5     6 1     2     3     4     5     6 1     2     3     4     5     6

# mitered corners

# of Radiused Corners

Radius size

Sink cutout 0     1     2     3 0     1     2     3 0     1     2     3 0     1     2     3 0     1     2     3

Stove cutout Yes     No Yes     No Yes     No Yes     No Yes     No

# overhang brackets

Finish to use 0     1     2     3

Template Yes     No

Delivery 0     1     2     3

Installation Yes     No

Additional Instructions
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Instructions for completing form
Please complete all information for each countertop / countertop section

Species The most common choices are Hard Maple, Black Walnut, and Cherry, however we are able to use almost any hardwood. 

Style EdGr - Edge Grain     FGr - Face Grain     EnGr - End Grain
Live Edge countertops and islands are available on request. Please contact us to discuss this option.

Finished Thickness Measured in inches. Most common is 1.5 inches or 1.75 inches, however we can accommodate any requested thickness.  We do NOT recommend thicknesses less than 1.25 
inches.

Finished Width Measured in inches. Also known as "countertop depth", this is the measurement from the front edge of the countertop to the back edge.

Finished Length Measured in inches. Measured from the left edge of the countertop to the right edge. This measurement determines the length of the strips of wood used.

100% Heartwood * By checking this box you are requesting that only pieces of wood from the "heart" of the tree is used. 
In some woods there is a wide color variation between heart-wood and sap-wood, while in other wood it can be a subtle difference - more of a different shade. 
Color variation will depend on the species of wood selected.

Edge Detail * Circle the number for the edge detail you would like.    1 - Square      2 - Cove      3 - Radius & Step      4 - Rounded 3/16"      5 Beveled 3/16"      6 - Other (contact us)

# mitered corners * Mitered corners are corners that are cut at an angle in order to be joined together. Enter the number of corners for EACH piece. For example, in a "U" shaped kitchen the two 
side pieces will each have 1 mitered corner, while the bottom center piece will have 2 mitered corners (one on each side).

# of Radiused Corners * Enter the number of radiused corners needed on EACH piece. Typically, corners that are up against the wall do not get a radius cut.

Radius size Enter the desired corner radius. Refer to our "Radiused Corner Sizes" example for sizes.

Sink cutout * Circle the number for the style of sink to be mounted.     0 - None     1 - Surface mount     2 - Undermount

Stove cutout * Circle whether or not a piece will need a stove cutout.

# Overhang brackets * Side overhang - 8 or more inches of unsupported countertop that runs perpendicular to the grain of the wood. Requires supporting brackets, spaced every 24 - 30 inches.
     The two outermost brackets must be within 12 inches of the nearest end of the countertop.
End overhang - 12 or more inches of unsupported countertop that runs parallel to the grain of the wood. Requires supporting brackets, spaced every 24 inches.
     The two outermost brackets must be within 12 inches of the nearest edge of the countertop.

Finish to use * Circle the number for the type of finish to use.  When no finish is desired, please indicate the level of finish sanding desired.
0 - None (sand to 120 grit only)   1 - None (Finish sand only)      2 - Low Luster Tung Oil     3 - High Luster Tung Oil     4 - 2K Polyurethane

Template * All custom orders must be accompanied by a sketch/drawing.  Drawing must include all measurements, including cut-out sizes and locations.
Circle whether you want us to make a template for this project. Templates must be completed 2-3 weeks ahead of delivery.

Delivery * Circle whether order requires delivery.
0 - No delivery - we will pick up in South Burlington     1 - Deliver to our retail location     2 - Deliver to local customer address     3 - Ship to customer address

Installation * Circle whether you would like us to install the countertop(s).

* Additional charges apply for these options


